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Be Passionate

Warm-up question
The tendency shows that employers believe if they provide superb working
environment, attrition will be lower. Do you think there is a direct correlation between
better working conditions and lower attrition?
A. Yes
B. Yes, to an extent
C. No
D. I work from home

Question 1
What is the most important for you when you think about working environment?
A. Chill-out room
B. Comfortable chairs
C. Free coffee
D. Home office option

Is there a correlation between a ping pong table
or chill out room and productivity?
A chill-out room with all
sorts of play-games makes
happy employees, and can
do wonders for the
productivity of the
companies
Playing games helps to:
focus on coordination of brain, hands, eyes,
bring competitiveness,
break social barriers,
show different sides of team members,
unite the team.
Employees return to work with sharper thinking,
increased concentration, and alerted skills.

Employees
recharge
„batteries“ by
playing
10 minutes of ping
pong improves
mental and
physical health.

Question 2
What do you think of when you hear „people with limited mobility”?
A. People in wheelchair
B. People with deafness, blindness, intellectual disability
C. People that have allergy, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy
D. All of the above

Can we do more for people with limited mobility?
Voice- controlled devices, assisted monitor arms
Smart electro-adjustable office tables
Wifi connections and chargers, no sockets
Hidden cable trays to prevent accidents
Electric mobility scooter docking
Ready served cup coffee, water machines
Separate areas where allergens are not present
Remote work

Question 3
There are more and more parents working in the SSC sector representing a large
proportion of the labour market. What do you think parents value the most in their
working environment?
A. Flexible working hours
B. Lactation room
C. Office kindergarden
D. Remote work / Home office option

Can we create a more flexible work environment
for parents?
Flexible working hours tailored to the needs of the employee, allowing day personal
affairs home runs
Remote work package offers
Lactation room
„Bring your child to work”
Office kindergardens
Summer camps during school holiday

Question 4
More and more companies are looking into saving cost by using alternatives to office
space. Do you think the future will see:
A. Increased remote work / home office
B. Hot desks becoming the norm
C. Employees becoming „digital nomad”, working whereever there is a device and a
WIFI connection
D. Extended use of Artificial Intelligence to reduce headcount to save on office space

What are the future trends for home office, hot
desks, clean desks, offices for managers?
Depends on the type of business and type of profession. (sales / finance / R&D etc.)
Increase in remote (home, on the road, coffee-shop, airport, etc) „digital nomad“ working
possibilities.
Door to door services, drop off - pick-up delivery, rental cars or company cars delivered to
door for company trips.
Hot-desk becoming the norm, desk tenancy tools.
Enhanced home network security (cloud, server archives), easy video recordings sharing
platforms, fully automated time tracking.
All in one wifi devices, built- in touchscreens in tabletops (replaces keyboards, mouses,
cables, jacks).
Bluetooth enabled voice-commanded smart tables (adjusted
electromechanically, with eye and body metrics following monitors)
Clean desks, smart space furniture (ex: smart tables with built- in
interactive screens)
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Any questions?
THANK YOU
Be Passionate

